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Greetings
from the President and CEO
Al Balisky, President & CEO

To all our MLTC Membership:
In the lumber business, 2020/21 was a year like no
other in history!

And then there is MLTC’s participation in
Saskatchewan’s renewable energy future…

I’m pleased to report that NorSask Forest Products
achieved its most lucrative year in its entire 50-year history.
This amazing achievement only occurred due to the
combination of a well-managed forestry and sawmilling
operation—from the harvesting of logs in the bush to the
final delivery of quality lumber to our valued customers—
and the unprecedented surge in lumber pricing. The care
and dedication focused on NorSask from all employees,
supervisors, managers, contractors and governance teams is
highly valued. NorSask is an enterprise of which the MLTC
membership should be proud!

2020/21 represents the year of construction of the MLTC
Bioenergy Centre. Wow—what an effort! Although over
budget, construction of the facility has progressed according
to schedule. Equipment and materials has been sourced
from all around the world—and this made more complicated
by the impact of COVID-19 on global supply chains. The
project has been successful at achieving MLTC’s leadership’s
goals for Indigenous capacity building, employment and
services procurement. The opportunity to make this longawaited MLTC asset a reality is truly exciting.

Let’s talk timbers, post, rails and dowels…
In Glaslyn, Saskatchewan, 2020/21 represented a transition
year to stabilized mill operations at L&M Wood Products.
With a robust small-diameter log inventory, a steady and
experienced management team and motivated employees,
L&M Wood Products demonstrated that it can produce
outstanding operational and production results. We
are particularly excited about L&M’s growing market
participation in the Prairies and into the US. L&M is
now Peavey Mart’s primary supplier of treated fence post
products across 30+ stores. I am confident that the new path
that L&M is charting will continue to result in a stable wood
products enterprise.

We are still working on developing the MLTC Solar Farm.
This project has grown out of an opportunity sponsored by
SaskPower for communities and First Nations throughout
Saskatchewan to participate in small-scale renewable energy
projects. The MLTC Solar Farm is shovel-ready and is simply
awaiting necessary federal financial support in order to make
this project a reality.
In other news—the MLTCII team continues to explore and
facilitate business partnerships and investments throughout
the economy—stay tuned for some exciting information on
this front!

After years of persistent effort at both wood processing
facilities, an extraordinary financial outcome was achieved.
This achievement resulted in the largest financial
distribution of all time to MLTC’s First Nation communities.
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Greetings
from Meaow Lake Tribal Council
Richard Ben, tribal chief

Hello / Tansi / Ed’lanatee
As the Tribal Chief, I have great pleasure along with my
colleagues on the Tribal Council, to provide an update on
our economic development work at the Tribal Council
level. It is our role to represent the interests of the nine First
Nations in creating employment, wealth and prosperity
for our communities through business development,
investment and strategic partnerships. Since 1981 when
the Meadow Lake Tribal Council was formed, we have been
actively engaged in developing progressive businesses and
partnerships that have functioned over the long term, to
support economic benefit and employment opportunities
for our member First Nation communities.
Our economic development engines include: MLTC
Industrial Investments LP, MLTC Indigenous Services and
MLTC RDI and we are happy to include information on all
related business ventures in the presentation of the 2020/21
Annual Report. The annual report is produced for the
shareholders who are the nine First Nations of the Meadow
Lake Tribal Council and our commercial partners.
MLTC II has experienced its greatest year of economic
success with MLTC’s wholly-owned companies—NorSask
Forest Products and L&M Wood Products. Lumber
prices at NorSask Forest Products have reached
unprecedented levels and the mill is in its best
shape ever in terms of production and capital
upgrades. These things together will translate into
dividend opportunities for all nine MLTC member
First Nations. L&M Wood Products, an acquisition
in 2018, has seen increases in supply demand
of posts and rails and moved to a second shift to
ensure market demand is met. The opportunity
continues to grow for this company.
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Oversight of the limited partnership companies has
remained steady and business has progressed as planned
with few management changes from the 2019/20 year. The
exception, of course, being the impact of COVID-19 on
operations and revenue generation. We are able to report
that businesses are holding their own but have little to offer
in the way of dividend to RDI. We are hoping recovery will
occur once business gets back to pre-Covid operational
levels and the economy stabilizes.
One of the main highlights from this past fiscal year
includes the ongoing construction of our newest venture
related to renewable energy production. The MLTC
Bioenergy Centre began construction in April of 2020
and is expected to take us into early 2022 to complete.
The Bioenergy Centre facility is an $80-plus-million
construction project that will result in a facility that uses
the wood waste currently burnt in the beehive burner at
NorSask Forest Products to produce energy that is resold to
SaskPower through a 25-year Power Purchase Agreement.
With the project we have seen great success in our ability
to ensure Indigenous employment ranging from a low
of 33% to a high slightly over 40%. We have managed to

Lawrence McIntyre
dene vice chief

award $30 million in construction contracts to Indigenousowned companies with the lion’s share of those being MLTC
member-owned companies. That allows us to continue
churning that loonie within our MLTC communities in the
project and among contractors on the project. The financial
benefit of the sale of electricity from MLTC Bioenergy will
feed directly back to MLTC RDI and ultimately the nine
First Nations communities to support programs of priority
on each First Nation. Our management team and the
Tribal Council continue to focus our energy and work on
several other new business ventures in anticipation of their
contribution to the diversity of the MLTC business holdings

Richard Durocher
cree vice chief

and the opportunities to provide economic wealth and job
opportunity for our 15,000 members.
I want to assure our membership that during my term
as Tribal Chief, and alongside the Vice Chiefs, we will
continue to focus on business development to support our
First Nation communities. We will continue to look to our
economic development corporations—MLTCII, MLTCIS and
MLTC RDI—to expand the opportunities for wealth creation
and access to employment opportunities for our MLTC
community members.
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Corporate Overview
MLTC Industrial Investments (MLTCII) was created in 2012 by the nine
First Nations comprising the Meadow Lake Tribal Council. The corporation
was brought into existence to produce successful economic development
through business investment and growth. MLTCII directly maintains the
four wholly-owned companies—NorSask Forest Products, L&M Wood
Products, MLTC Bioenergy Centre (currently under construction) and
the MLTC Solar Farm (spring 2021). Recently, the company took on
responsibility to assist MLTC Resource Development Inc. with the oversight
of all the companies’ limited partnerships. The Meadow Lake Tribal Council
has been active for over 35 years and has used their economic development
corporations to make the most of available resources and contribute to
the ongoing development and success of its nine First Nations. MLTCII
is a well-known brand name that serves as a model of good governance,
management and economic development. The oversight by an independent
board of directors has been a significant strength as we look for and manage
growth opportunities. MLTC benefits from maximized efficiencies in
administration, banking and operations which reduces costs and enables
the growth agenda.
Our Vision
MLTCII will be Canada’s foremost and best-managed Indigenous-owned
business company providing sustained employment and financial benefits
resulting in increasing opportunity, well-being and overall prosperity for its
First Nation membership.
Our Mission
MLTCII will build, operate and partner with successful and profitable
companies that:
• create products and services of value to its customers;
• offer a safe and rewarding workplace for its employees;
• create financial and social dividends for its shareholders; and
• value and contribute meaningfully to the communities in which they
operate.
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Our Operations

Limited Partnerships
• Ceres Industries
• La Ronge Wild Rice Corp
• MLTC Northern Trucking LP
• Polar Oils LP
• Prud’homme Gas Caverns
• Western First Nations
Hospitality LP
• Mistik Management
• Sakâw Askiy Management Inc

Wholly-Owned
• NorSask Forest Products
• L&M Wood Products

MLTC
Indigenous Services
• MLTC Bioenergy Centre
• MLTC Solar Farm

ANNUAL REPORT 2020-2021
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An MLTC Indigenous Services Company

Meadow Lake, SK
“Construction began in April 2020 on a
6.6 megawatt power generation system
that is fueled primarily by biomass sawmill
residuals. Located adjacent to NorSask
Forest Products, the project is expected
to be complete by late 2021 and provide
power for up to 5,000 homes.”

General Manager: Wayne Thiessen
Saskatoon, SK
“Ceres Industries produces premium
fertilizers from ammonium sulfate for
use in Saskatchewan’s agriculture
sector. This has been a partnership
between MTLC and the Thiessen family
since 1999.”

General Manager: Jeanne Gress
La Ronge, SK
“One of Saskatchewan’s few wild rice
processing plants that allows growers in
northern Saskatchewan to process their
wild rice close to home.”

General Manager: Bob Merasty
Meadow Lake, SK
General Manager: Robert Follett
Meadow Lake, SK

General Manager: Kelly Lehoux
Meadow Lake, SK

“A woodlands management company
providing timber procurement and
forest management services to NorSask
Forest Products LP, Meadow Lake
Mechanical Pulp Inc., and L&M Wood
Products.”

“Canada’s largest, Indigenous-owned
sawmill producing 150+ million board
feet of stud lumber per year primarily for
the U.S. housing market.”
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“MLTC has been involved in
transportation since the early 1990s,
and still is today, with a partnership
between MLTC and Bob’s Hauling.
Services include gravel hauling, hauling
timber from harvest areas to local mills
and transporting wood chips from
NorSask to pulp mills in the region.”

General Manager: Terry Edwards
Glaslyn, SK

General Manager: Dylon Gould
Saskatoon, SK

“Canada’s largest, Indigenous-owned
specialty wood products mill producing
timbers, poles and fence posts for the
agricultural and horticultural sectors in
North America.”

“Polar Oils LP is a partnership between
MLTC and First Petro Inc. Founded
in 1982, Polar Oils is Saskatchewan‘s
premier Indigenous petroleum
wholesale marketer and has over
35 years of experience in providing
wholesale distribution of distillate
fuels and petroleum products to
northern Saskatchewan. We specialize
in supplying top-tier fuels that are
inclusive of gasoline, diesel, and heating
oil to residential, retail, and commercial
consumers.”

General Manager: Diane Roddy
Prince Albert, SK
“Sakâw Askiy Management Inc. (Sakâw)
is a corporation that holds the Prince
Albert Forest Management Agreement
(PA FMA) and facilitates forest
management within the FMA area for
seven shareholders. The shareholders
are six forest manufacturing facilities
and two First Nations groups who have
been allocated wood from within the
FMA area.”

A TransGas Company

Prud’homme, SK
“A trusted partnership between
TransGas and MLTC providing natural
gas storage capacity near Prud’homme,
SK for use by SaskEnergy.”

An MLTC Indigenous Services Company

R.M. of Tecumseh, SK
“Meadow Lake Tribal Council has
successfully negotiated an 816kW
Solar Power Purchase Agreement
with SaskPower and construction is
expected to begin in spring of 2021 on
this project north of Stoughton, SK.”

General Manager: Jamie McGuin
Prince Albert, SK
“WFNH LP is a partnership with MLTC,
Peter Ballantyne Developments LP
and the Prince Albert Development
Corporation. There are a total of four
Super 8 hotels owned by WFNH located
throughout Saskatchewan with over
200 guest rooms, complimentary Wi-Fi
and internet, as well as free continental
breakfast.”
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A Message
from the Board Chair
Blair Davidson, chair

Greetings once again from the Board of Directors of Meadow
Lake Tribal Council Industrial Investments (MLTCII).
Thank you to the Board of Directors for their continued
work to providing guidance and direction towards the
management of the various MLTC corporations. Your
directors are industrious, knowledgeable, diverse and
committed to the continued success of MLTCII.
We welcomed to the Board in 2020/21 three new directors—
Kelly Montgrand, Andrew Spence, and Laurie Thomas. Kelly
and Andrew are actively involved with the management
of two of our shareholder nations, and Laurie has been
actively involved in the resource industry in Northwest
Saskatchewan. Each new director brings a wealth of
experience to the organization.
We also saw the departure of Ray Ahenakew, someone
most of you would recognize for his work with NorSask
in previous years and his commitment to the Indigenous
community. Ray, through his connections, has been an
important contributor to our success.
2020/21 was a tremendous year for our corporations, thanks
in part to the improvements we have made to upgrade
facilities through a focus on the efficiency of our production
plants in both Meadow Lake and Glaslyn. Our shareholders
will be direct beneficiaries of unprecedented lumber prices
for a good part of the operating year. Currently lumber
prices have fallen back to pre-Covid rates but are expected
to level at slightly higher than 2019/20 pricing. Our 2022
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forecasts do show that we are well on our way to making a
good return in the upcoming operating year.
COVID-19 has been present as we worked though 20202021, and I want to thank all our employees, affiliates and
shareholders for their commitment to ensuring we had
a positive year. We were able to operate in our facilities
continuously, thanks to management’s actions with respect
to Covid procedures. A special thanks to our employees
who continued to monitor and abide by our Covid
protocols throughout the year.
As I write this message, we are moving closer and closer
towards completion of the MLTC Bioenergy Centre, a
construction project that proceeded unhindered throughout
the Covid pandemic. Thank you to our leadership team
and our contractors for ensuring that we continue to meet
our construction objectives. In the near future, we will have
a new green energy facility that will replace our beehive
burner, while providing upgraded facilities for NorSask and
a safe and efficient disposal of our wood waste. MLTCII is
proud to be part of this project and looks forward to firing
up those turbines. The benefits to MLTC will be many and
over a long period of time. This is a project that we hope our
shareholders and communities are proud of.

Richard Gladue

Kelly Montgrand

Ruby Sinclair

Andrew Spence

Eric Sylvestre

Laurie Thomas

Entrusted with development on behalf of the nine First Nations
communities, the Board of Directors are constantly aware of
the need in our member communities and the responsibility
entrusted to MLTCII to work towards three main objectives:
• provide a stable return to the shareholders of MLTCII;
• provide employment to our community members; and
• growth into new business opportunities.

Thank you to all the staff of MLTCII, its partners, affiliates and subsidiaries. We would not
have had as successful a year without the commitment of all management and staff to the
successful operations of our businesses.
Thank you to Tribal Chief Richard Ben, Vice Chiefs Richard Derocher and Lawrence
McIntyre and the Chiefs of MLTC communities for their continued support of the MLTCII
Board of Directors. We are all proud to be part of your economic team and continue to work
hard to ensure the continued success of your businesses.
Bradley Young
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Polar Oils LP
an MLTCII Annual Report Feature
Dylon Gould, manager

As the manager of Polar Oils, Dylon Gould has roots in
the fuel industry and northern Saskatchewan. Dylon’s
grandfather was a Shell bulk sales agent in the Big River

Montreal, his other professional and academic experiences

area. Further, he spent his teenage years in Saskatoon

included a position with Equitas International (Human

working for TR Petroleum, first at the retail station level

Rights NGO), a delegate to the UN Commission of Social

before advancing to a labourer role maintaining equipment,

Development and research in a behavioural neuroscience

and later adopting administrative duties. Dylon completed

lab. Since returning to Saskatoon, Dylon now divides his

a bachelor’s degree in economics and political science

time between Polar Oils and TR Petroleum in business

from McGill University in the spring of 2019. During his time in

development and managerial capacities.

Representing the first MLTC business investment, Polar
Oils is one of the senior fuel distributors in the province and
maintains a historic and significant position in the MLTCII
portfolio. In the early 1980s, a new single-truck operation
was established. Throughout the 1990s and 2000s, Polar Oils
transitioned southward and based its operations in Beauval,
SK at the HWY 165 and HWY 155 junction. From here it
would centralize its business supplying fuel to northern
communities. Polar Oils expanded from not only servicing
residential heating oil needs but also supplying motor fuels
to community-owned stores, direct business affiliates of
MLTC member communities.

In 2018, conversations were initiated between MLTCII
leadership and TR Petroleum. The outcome of the 2018
discussions was a partnership that would see TR Petroleum
adopt an equity stake in Polar Oils along with the rights as
the managing partner over day-to-day operations.
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Polar Oils operates not as a retailer, but further up the value
chain as a wholesaler and marketer, where here it stands
alone as one of the only petroleum suppliers in Canada
(estimated +70) is Indigenous-owned. Polar’s growth
has been an expansion of not only supplying to internal
customers affiliated to the MLTC network but servicing

the industrial consumer demands of corporate operations
adjacent to MLTC’s traditional territory. Today, Polar
services wholesale fuel to above ground and underground
operations in Saskatchewan northern uranium and metal
mining space. Additionally, a recent collaborative effort has
seen Polar become successful in supplying fuel to southern
potash mining operations as well.
A combination of partnerships, expansion and organic
growth have strengthened Polar’s balance sheet over the
past two-and-a-half years. Despite a significant downturn in
FY2021, which saw initial Covid lockdowns depress the sales
network, particularly that of retail stations, Polar was able to
ink record profits. While motor fuels are the primary focus
of the business, management has laid market entrance plans
for additional product lines: lubricants and propane. Summer
2020, Polar Oils and TR Petroleum became the first and only
Conoco-Phillips 66 official lubricants marketer in the region.
Today, both the NorSask and L&M mills are fully converted to
Polar’s lubricants supply. Further to the lubricants entrance,
Polar has taken significant steps and investments in setting
the foundation to provide a propane offering. With necessary
equipment and supply organized, Polar expects to begin
supplying LPG to a shortlist of commercial consumers by the
end of this fiscal year. Both products represent a unique set of
challenges but are key to providing a complete fuel offering to
existing and future customers.
As Polar reflects on its nearly four decades of operations,
opportunities for future growth and service looks favourable.
As a locally-owned independent, Polar Oils is proud to
maintain its autonomy as supplier and brand at the directive
of its Indigenous shareholders.

STAFF HIGHLIGHT

Jerry Kytwayhat
With new growth, opportunities and faces involved
with the Polar Oils operation, one employee who
has been front and centre throughout the recent
transition is Jerry Kytwayhat. Having hauled various
commodities including logs and chips for MLTC, Jerry
was shoulder tapped around 2014 to haul fuel for Polar
Oils. His experience and confidence in transporting
dangerous goods and manoeuvring through urban
centres made him a standout candidate. Jerry is a
member of the Makwa Sahgaiehcan First Nation and
is Polar’s primary super-B driver who transports fuel
directly to retail and commercial customers’ networks.
Recalling on his truck experiencing, Jerry believes
fuel has been the most rewarding commodity to be
involved with due to the diversity of customers and
the necessity around its use. Jerry’s track record of
safety and commitment have been essential to Polar’s
growth and service reputation.
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Financial Highlights

$121.5M

Wholly owned
Company Revenue

$143.8M

Total Revenue
(2020/21)

(2020/21)

Wholly-Owned Company Revenues
2020/21
L&M Wood
Products
10.9%

NorSask
Forest Products
89.1%

MLTCII/RDI-Affiliated Company Revenues
2020/21
Prud’homme
MLTC Industrial
Developments
1.7%

Polar
Oils LP
49.5%

Gas Caverns
2.9%

MLTC
Northern
Trucking
15.7%
Ceres
Industries
11.9%

Western
First Nations
Hospitality
18.4%
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$22.3M

MLTCII/RDI Affiliated
Company Revenue
(2020/21)

Human Resources

148

Self-identified
Indigenous
employees

52%

of total employees
contributing to the social
& economic fabric of
MLTC communities and
Saskatchewan

283

TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT
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MLTC BioEnergy
Centre Project Update
In 2020 and into 2021, we continue to construct
the MLTC Bioenergy Centre, an energy production
facility attached to the NorSask Sawmill. The MLTC
Bioenergy Centre consists of a 6.6 MW power
generation system that is fueled by biomass sawmill
residuals. The plant will produce 55,000 mw-hrs per
year of energy to the SaskPower grid, and provide
low-carbon process heating (kilns and building heat).
The Meadow Lake Tribal Council’s (MLTC) bioenergy
plant is a first-of-its-kind green energy biomass
project for Saskatchewan, combining environmental
improvement with thermal efficiency and directly
improving the economic outcomes for the ultimate
recipients of the project—the nine member First
Nations comprising the Meadow Lake Tribal Council.
We have continued to successfully navigate
construction during the Covid pandemic ensuring
we meet our operations date in January of 2022.
During the construction process, we have awarded
$30 million in construction contracts to Indigenous
or MLTC interrelated companies and maintained
an Indigenous employment rate of 33%-40%. We
wish to thank our administrative staff, construction
contractors and crews, engineers, safety team and
leadership for the support and dedication to the
project.
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MLTCII
Corporate Values
Governance
Good governance, high accountability, trusting
relationships, good communication and
savvy leadership

Stability
Stable and long term financial benefits accruing back
to the First Nations comprising MLTC

Financial Wellbeing
Increasing profitability for our businesses, partners,
shareholders, and communities

Resilience
Promoting and celebrating the success and
resilience of existing businesses

Responsibility
Ethically-run operations: safe workplaces,
well-managed operations, fair treatment of employees
and a clean environment

Participation
Active and strategic participation in the economy

Growth
Investment, growth and diversification in new
business opportunities

Opportunity
Generation of employment opportunities with
emphasis on hiring of MLTC First Nation members

8191 Flying Dust First Nation
Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan S9X 1T8
Phone: 306-236-5321 | Fax: 306-236-6477

www.mltcii.com

